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Helena Bonham Carter, Miranda Richardson and Matthew Goode will lend their voice to Netflix’s stop motion animation anthology series The House, it was announced during a Monday session at ...
Helena Bonham Carter Joins Voice Cast of Netflix’s ‘The House’
The hedge fund manager told CNBC he'd buy commodities, cryptocurrencies, and gold as part of his inflation trade.
Billionaire Paul Tudor Jones says to go 'all in' on the inflation trade if the Fed stays nonchalant about rising prices
An orchard is bathed in the long rays of a late September sun. It is early evening and the air is still warm, tempered by a gentle breeze. The atmosphere is reminiscent of Van Gogh's Arles and the ...
Rare, the Emblematic Cognac of the House of Hine
But there are still stocks with heavy short interest that have been bid up recently. Below is a new list using the same criteria we used to pull this list of heavily shorted stocks during the ...
Here are the biggest short squeezes in the stock market, including Virgin Galactic and AMC
Majestic Steel has hired Jeff Suellentrop as its new chief information and technology officer. Suellentrop previously was the vice president enterprise architecture and programs at kitchen appliance ...
Majestic Steel names new chief information and technology officer
The suspects, ages 15 and 16, are the third and fourth persons busted for the May 25 slaying of 32-year-old Ariel Santos as he sat in a black Mercedes at Arthur Ave. and E. 178th St. in East Tremont.
Two more teens charged in shooting death of Bronx man sitting in Mercedes
Lottie Moss has doubled down after posting raunchy images to adult website Glow and now signed up with X-rated platform OnlyFans.
TALK OF THE TOWN: Lottie Moss, 23, signs up to X-rated platform OnlyFans... and offers her 'most explicit content' for £140
Congratulations are in order for Orange Is the New Black star Taryn Manning, as she has got engaged to her girlfriend Anne Cline. Singer-songwriter Anne was performing at a bar and grill in Panama ...
Orange Is the New Black star Taryn Manning announces engagement
Less than a week after announcing the offering, business analytics firm MicroStrategy, which owns more bitcoin than any other corporation in the world, has raised $500 million in bonds to acquire more ...
Bitcoin’s Biggest Backer Raises $500 Million To Buy More—Topping Expectations As Crypto Surges
The prosecutor of the International Criminal Court has sought authorization to open an investigation into the Philippine government’s deadly crackdown on drug crime ...
ICC seeks to probe Philippines' crackdown on drug crime
Divers in the waters off Malaysia’s Sipadan Island have long enjoyed getting a glimpse of turtles, manta rays and white-tip reef sharks nesting in reefs of the Celebes Sea. But more recently they’ve ...
‘Eating into their flesh’: Reef sharks with skin disease may be the latest victims of climate change
McEnany was accused of lying and manipulating the truth on multiple occasions during her time as White House press secretary.
Kayleigh McEnany claims she 'never lied' as Trump's White House press secretary
When some of the other Legends come to crash at the house following the events of last episode, they ask too many questions, and Astra traps them inside of household objects. Finally, Crowley tells ...
DC's Legends of Tomorrow: Here's Everything You Missed in "The Satanist's Apprentice"
T he latest tally of analyst opinions from the major brokerage houses shows that among the components of the S&P 500 index, Sempra Energy is now the #203 analyst pick, moving up by 1 spot. This rank ...
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S&P 500 Analyst Moves: SRE
Gold futures head sharply lower Monday morning, with prices under heavy selling pressure despite lower-bound bond yields and a weaker dollar, ahead of ...
Gold futures skid 1.4% as investors wrestle with inflation outlook
Based on an inspiring true story, “THE SOUND OF MUSIC” is one of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s most beloved musicals. Set in Austria on the brink of WWII, Maria a postulant, proves too high-spirited for ...
The Sound of Music at The Rose Theater
Managing nearly a trillion pounds ($1.4 trillion) of British government bond purchases will be one of the Bank of England's biggest challenges in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, Governor ...
Managing Bank of England's trillion-pound balance sheet a major issue, says Bailey
The hedge fund veteran told CNBC's Andrew Ross Sorkin on "Squawk Box" that the stock market appeared richly valued relative to the broader economy.
Tudor Jones says a stock market that's 220% of GDP is making him nervous
Music supervisor Iain Cooke found himself immersed in two different eras over the past year in helping craft the pop landscape of TV projects. He focused on one year for just-released AppleTV+ doc ...
The ‘It’s a Sin’ Playlist: A Musical Trip Through AIDS-Era 1980s (VIDEO)
Esty Dwek, Natixis head of global market strategy, and Barry Bannister, Stifel chief equity strategist, join 'Squawk on the Street' to discuss their expectations from the Federal Reserve and if they ...
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